
TONE TWEQ v1 2020 

This is an active, true tone control or equalizer.  It is useful for both guitar and bass 

instruments.  Each band will boost or cut the signal.  Start with each control in the center or 50% 

position.  Turn the control clockwise, CW to BOOST and counter-clockwise, CCW to CUT the 

signal.  After achieving the desired tone setting, adjust the final volume level to suit.  

 

Board Dimensions - 1.96” x 1.20” 

 

Build Notes 

D2 is the Status LED if you choose and R13 is the current limiting resistor. If you instead wire the LED to a foot switch there is no 
need to install 

The only difference between v1 and v1 2020 are pad updates, highlighting In/Out pads and additional power and ground pads. So 
you may use this guide for any v1 build version. 

  



SCHEMATIC 

 

Build Notes 

Note: You may optionally use 9mm pots as they will be in the proper orientation (as will the trimmer) be with the circuit board. 

This is a full spectrum circuit and is ready as is for Bass or 6 string guitars. Standard 6 string guitarists may not want any audible 
sub-harmonics especially when playing loud. In this case you may populate C1 and C2 with a value of 68n to 100n instead of the 
standard 220n. Note that a value of 220n does make the circuit Bass ready. 

While hand wiring potentiometers is standard you may use 9mm board-mounted pots to solder them in a nice, even row. 

When using the Tone TwEQ in tandem with another circuit board you can consider using a “standing” trimmer for the Volume 
control to use as a set and forget adjustment on the inside of the enclosure.  Like most EQ, Volume or Level controls, are not 
something you are going to change that much so it is just another way of doing things should you decide to go that route. 

Note: 9mm potentiometers and trimmers are not standard for Kits. This is considered a mod idea. 

 



Tone TwEQ - Isolated Wiring Diagram 

 

 

In the wiring diagram above, you notice that the sleeve of each jack is connected to a ground pad on the board next to the input pad 

or output pad. It does not matter to which ground pad each jack is connected, as long as the sleeve is connected to ground. The pad 

marked “T” is the input or output, and the adjacent pad is ground. 

Alternative Series Combo Wiring – Make any Circuit Boutique by adding an Active 3 Band EQ 

 



 

Additional Wiring Ideas – Featuring Popular GuitarPCB Projects 

 



 


